Structural analysis of monoclonal anti-arsonate antibodies: idiotypic specificities are determined by the heavy chain.
Hybrid immunoglobulin molecules were constructed from the isolated heavy and light chains of monoclonal anti-arsonate antibodies which differed in their expression of a cross-reactive idiotype. The reconstructed molecules were tested for public and private idiotypic determinants associated with the A-strain response to the hapten p-azophenylarsonate and it was found that both an appropriate heavy chain and an appropriate light chain were required for expression of idiotypic determinants. While appropriate heavy chains could be derived only from idiotype-positive antibodies, appropriate light chains could be derived not only from idiotype positive antibodies, but also from certain idiotype-negative molecules. Similarly, recombinant (hybrid) molecules constructed from two idiotype-positive immunoglobulins differing quantitatively in the degree of idiotypic character, expressed the character at a level which correlated with that of the heavy chain donor. Thus, while the serological expression of idiotypic determinants occurs only in the context of the appropriate VHVL combination, these data demonstrate that the determinants comprising the major cross-reactive idiotype of the anti-arsonate response of A/J mice have their bases in heavy chain structures.